We show that a simple lattice model can provide a unified description of the thermal denaturation of DNA oligomers and polymers. The model quantitatively reproduces experimental melting curves and reduces in limiting cases to the nearest-neighbor model and a suitable modified Poland-Sheragamodel. Our results support the interpretation of the cooperativity parameter σ for bubble opening in terms of an interfacial (forking) free energy which also affects chain opening from the ends. The lattice model treats long-ranged excluded volume interactions between all parts of the molecule explicitely, provides access to an ensemble of three dimensional structures (and hence the response to external mechanical forces), and includes fluctuations in situations without pre-determined secondary structure. (submitted to Phys. Rev. E)
I. INTRODUCTION
Key biological processes such as transcription and replication of genetic information require the opening of the double-helical (Watson-Crick) complex of complementary DNA strands [1] . For this reason, the related process of thermally induced denaturation has been studied for a long time [2] . Depending on the GC-content of long chains, melting occurs in 1 M NaCl solutions in a temperature interval between 355 to 390 K [3] . A detailed analysis of differential melting curves for intermediate length chains reveals the existence of discrete peaks corresponding to the successive opening of AT-rich regions of the chain [4] . Both standard theoretical descriptions of DNA thermal denaturation, the nearest-neighbor (NN) model of oligonucleotide melting [5, 6] and the PolandSheraga (PS) model of polynucleotide melting [7] , are based on sequence-dependent parameters describing the free energy gain per nearest neighbor pair of stacked and paired bases in the double helix. Extensive experiments have led to a unified parameterization [5] at least as far as the nearest-neighbor parameters are concerned.
As the more recent Peyrard-Bishop model [8] , the standard approach does not explicitely consider the embedding of the molecule in three-dimensional space and the resulting long-range (in terms of chemical distance) interactions. The approximation made in the PS-model, to account for the entropy reduction due to intra- [9] and inter- [10, 11] bubble excluded volume interactions through a single universal exponent c, is still under debate [12] .
Is it possible to preserve the polymer model underlying the PS-approach? Explicit models of associating polymers [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] automatically account for the subtle (but universal) polymer contributions to the free energy. In addition, they include fluctuations in situations without pre-determined secondary structure, generate an ensemble of three dimensional structures and provide direct acess to the response to external mechanical forces [20, 21] . The price one has to pay is an enormous increase in computing time required for enumeration or simulation studies. For generic lattice models current resources allow the investigation of chain lengths up to N = 20 [13] [14] [15] and N = 10 4 respectively [16, 17] . These studies have provided insight into the closure of hairpin conformations, force-induced unzipping and the effect of chain stiffness and excluded volume interactions on the order of the melting transition.
In the present paper we show that simple lattice models of the type studied in Refs. [16, 17] can quantitatively reproduce the melting of DNA oligomers and polymers with the same precision as the standard PS-approach without introducing a host of new adjustable parameters. The idea is (i) to parameterize the polymer model on the basis of experimentally well-studied limiting cases of the standard approach and (ii) to consider its application in more complex situations where the approximations of the PS-approach are controversial. Here we concentrate on the first point. Interestingly, our results suggest a reinterpretation of boundary terms in the PS model, leading to a unified theoretical treatment of oligonucleotide melting and of domain opening in polymeric DNA.
The paper is structured as follows: In the following section II, we review the analysis and theoretical description of experimental melting curves in the framework of the nearest-neighbor and the Poland-Sheraga model. In Section III we define the lattice model (Sec. III A) and use limiting cases with a straightforward connection to the standard description (Sec. III B) to derive the parameters of the lattice model (Sec. III C). Results from the exact enumeration of the lattice model are presented in Sec. IV. The discussion in Sec. V focuses on the validation of the lattice model and a proposal for the modification of the PS-model. We conclude in Section VI.
In the appendix, we analyze the role of fluctuations in situations used to experimentally determine the parameters of the standard model. The resulting analytical expressions provide a bridge between numerical solutions of the PS model for medium-sized domains and our exact enumeration data.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In the following, we treat a complex "AB" in equilibrium with two strands "A" and "B" consisting of N + 1 bases or N base-pair steps, respectively. We have to consider 1. the degree of association Θ ass (c T , T ) Eq. (2) for the chemical equilibrium A + B ↔ AB between bound and unbound states as a function of temperature, T , and of the total strand concentration, c T ;
2. "internal" melting of the complex and the individual strands, i.e. the numbers n ǫ,A (T ), n ǫ,B (T ), n ǫ,AB (T ) and fractions Θ int,A (T ) = n ǫ,A (T )/(N/2), Θ int,B (T ) = n ǫ,B (T )/(N/2), and Θ int,AB (T ) = n ǫ,AB (T )/N , of bound base-pair steps as a function of temperature.
The experimentally observable overall fraction of bound base pair steps derives from the degree of internal melting of the three components weighted by their respective concentrations:
where the total, strand, and complex concentrations are
New quenching techniques [22] [23] [24] allow to measure Θ and Θ ass separately. For the purposes of the present paper, it is sufficient to consider simple limiting cases where melting is either due to strand separation or domain opening. Most of the theoretical results are standard, except for our use of the entropy of mixing Eq.(4), the approximations Eqs.(A14-A17) for the effective cooperativity parameter observed in experiments on mediumsized bubble opening, and the estimate Eq. (A20) of the maximum total strand concentration up to which the PSmodel reduces to the NN-model for oligomer melting.
A. Law of mass action, entropy of mixing
The degree of association, Θ ass (c T , T ) given by
derives from the law of mass action
where c 0 is a reference concentration (usually c 0 =1M) and ∆F 0 the free energy difference between the bound and unbound forms at the reference concentration. ∆F 0 equals the difference F AB − F A − F B of the (internal) free energies of the double and single stranded forms up to an additive constant and changes in an obvious manner, if a different reference concentration is used. Using the entropy of mixing between a large molecule and the solvent (see e.g. Ref. [25] ) and assuming that the molecular volumes in the complex simply add up,
B. Analysis of melting curves
Experimental melting curves are often analyzed assuming two-state transitions between (ensembles of) microstates and characterized by temperature independent enthalpy and entropy differences ∆H (0) and ∆S (0) [5] .
In the case of oligomer melting, Θ int,A = Θ int,B = 0, and Θ int,AB = 1 together with Eq.(2) and ∆F 0 (T ) = ∆H 0 − T ∆S 0 can be solved for the melting temperature implicitly defined via Θ(T m ) ≡ 1/2:
There are two ways to determine ∆H 0 and ∆S 0 : either from individual melting curves by using
or via Eq. (6) by measuring melting temperatures at two different concentrations. Agreement within 10% is usually considered as confirmation of the two-state character of the transition. In the case of internal two-state melting, the probability of the closed state is given by
The melting temperature is implicitly defined as
If the closed state is fully paired, Θ int,closed = 1 and the open state fully unpaired,Θ int,open = 0, the closing probability equals the observable pairing probability. The melting curve and the differential melting curve,
For ideal two-state melting T 2 Θ ′ (T ) has a minimum at T m . Thus, once again one can check the two-state character of the transition by comparing results obtained for two independent criteria for the melting temperature.
C. Nearest-neighbor model
In the nearest-neighbor (NN) model [5] the formation of double-stranded complexes is the consequence of a sequence-dependent free-energy gain ∆h N N − T ∆s N N per stacked pair of neighboring base-pairs. Furthermore, there are initiation free energies ∆h 0 ini − T ∆s 0 ini for the two ends of the double-stranded complex: An alternate source of information about the nearestneighbor terms are melting experiments with very long chains where the translational entropy gain of single strands plays no role. Both routes have converged to comparable values for the 10 NN dimer duplexes with Watson-Crick base pairs [5] . The values (as well as the initiation free energies in the case of oligonucleotide melting) are sequence dependent and correlated with GCcontent 0 ≤ f GC ≤ 1. Our Fig. 1 illustrates this point (and the remaining experimental uncertainties) by a comparison of estimates for melting temperatures based on oligonucleotide [26] , domain [27] and very long chain [3] data.
D. Poland-Sheraga model
While some salient features of DNA melting are thus relatively easy to grasp in the limits of short and very long chains, the intermediate case turns out to be considerably more complex. Experimentally observed differential melting curves exhibit a number of discrete peaks corresponding to the successive opening, fusion, and enlargement of AT-rich sections of the chain [2] . In particular, the melting temperature of a particular domain is significantly higher if positioned as an interior "loop domain" than as an "end domain."
The Poland-Sheraga (PS) model describes DNA as an alternating sequence of double stranded (helical) parts and (coiled) loops. The free energy of a particular sequence is calculated from the nearest-neighbor model and usually given relative to the double stranded ground state. As a consequence, double stranded segments contribute a factor of 1 to the statistical weight of a DNA conformation. The dominant contribution of molten sections is due to the familiar comparison of the free energy of double stranded helices and isolated single strands. In the case of a frayed chain end, one usually writes
without any further corrections, while the constraint that the two strands of a molten domain in the interior of the complex have to form a closed loop leads to an entropy reduction
The cooperativity parameter σ ≈ 10 −5 in Eq. (18) needs to be determined experimentally [4, 29] . The loop exponent c has to be derived from polymer physics [7, [9] [10] [11] and determines the order of the melting transition [30] . Current estimates for c vary between c = 1.75 for opening of isolated loops [9] and c = 2.15 for simultaneous opening of many bubbles close to the overall melting temperature [11] . Due to the long-ranged power-law correction to the loop entropy, the PS-model is more difficult to solve than the (otherwise similar) one-dimensional Ising model. For particular sequences one has to rely on efficient [31] numerical schemes as implemented, for example, in the freely available MELTSIM code [27] . There are also a few analytical results for homogeneous sequences [7, [32] [33] [34] . In the appendix, we solve the PS-model in the zero-and the one-bubble approximation respectively for three situation considered in this article: oligomer melting, opening of end domains and opening of loop domains.
III. MODEL AND METHOD
In the following we introduce a lattice model with short-range interactions as a complement to the two standard descriptions of the thermal denaturation of DNA. We derive all DNA specific parameters of the lattice model from the nearest-neighbor and the Poland-Sheraga descriptions:
• we translate the sequence dependent free-energy gain ∆h N N − T ∆s N N per stacked pair of neighboring base-pairs in the NN model to a pairing free energy in the lattice model;
• we express the initiation terms ∆h • we interpret the PS cooperativity parameter σ for loop formation in terms of an interfacial (forking) free energy between coiled and helical sections of a double-stranded complex.
Note that the lattice model has no adjustable parameter corresponding to the loop exponent c, because it implicitely accounts for generic polymer contributions to the entropy loss due to loop closure, as well as intraand inter-loop excluded volume interactions. The section is organized as follows. We define the lattice model in Sec. III A and consider a number of useful limiting case in Sec. III B 1. In Sec. III C we present our parameterization of the model. In Sec. III D we briefly discuss the enumeration methods used to study oligomer and domain melting.
A. Definition of the lattice model
We use a variant of the lattice model proposed by Causo et al. [16] . DNA strands are modeled as self-and mutually avoiding walks on a simple cubic lattice (Fig. 2) . We associate the position of bases with the lattice sites. Two walks are allowed to overlap on a lattice site, if and only if they can form a Watson-Crick base-pair (antiparallel orientation, complementary base). We assign a free energy
to a pair of stacked neighboring Watson-Crick base-pairs, i.e. to doubly occupied bonds on the lattice. Note that the lattice model is a coarse-grained description of DNA.
Integrating out the microscopic degrees of freedom of the molecule and the solvent leads to a temperature dependent Hamiltonian for the remaining degrees of freedom.
Similarly to Eq. (14) for the NN-model, we only consider the simplest functional form of this temperature dependence. In addition to the pairing energy, we allow for a capping free energy
at free ends of paired strands and an interfacial or forking free energy
between paired and unpaired sections in the complex. Finally, we include a free energy penalty
for bending of double-helical chain sections. Relating the lattice model to the PS-model is, in principle, simple, since both are defined on the same lengthscale and have similar adjustable parameters. Essentially, we have to count and group microstates of the lattice model and match the corresponding contributions to the partition function of the PS-model term by term. Stated differently, we invert the line of argument that led to the PS-model to parameterize the lattice model.
B. Limiting cases

Double strands
The free energy of the unique (straight) ground state of a double strand is given by
Double stranded DNA is a fairly stiff molecule with a temperature dependent Kuhn length l K (T ) of the order of l K (300K) = 300bp. In order to match this stiffness with a non-reversal random walk on a simple cubic lattice (excluded volume effects may be neglected in this case), we have to suppress bending with a Boltzmann factor of
In principle, bending contributes a multiplicative factor of
to the partition function of a double stranded segment of N bonds . In practice, the corresponding contribution to free energy is of order of 1% and can be neglected for the parameterization of the model.
Single strands
The number of SAWs as a function of their length N has the asymptotic form µ N N γ−1 with γ = 1.16 in three dimensions and µ = 4.68 for the cubic lattice [35] . In our model, the partition function for single strands is approximately given by (29) where we have determined an overall prefactor by fitting enumeration data for walks up to length N = 22.
Bubbles
The number of self-avoiding polygons as a function of their length 2N has the asymptotic form µ 2N N −3ν with ν = 0.588 in three dimensions and µ = 4.68 for the cubic lattice [35] . In present case, the partition function for a bubble may be approximated by
where we have determined an overall prefactor by fitting enumeration data for polygons up to length N = 22 [36] . The additional prefactor of 8/3 accounts approximately for the number of possibilities to attach straight (double stranded) sections at opposite sites of the polygon.
Open ends
We now apply the same logic to a situation where a double stranded complex opens from one end. The number of conformations for N open base-pair steps equals the number of SAWs of length 2N multiplied (approximately) by a factor of 4 for the orientation of the double stranded stem.
For a closed end or N = 0 one has to replace γ H/S in the above expression by ω H/S and the factor of 4 for the orientation of the stem by a factor of 6. Note that standard PS-theory does not account for the interfacial energy. The power law correction was recently introduced in a theoretical study [33] .
C. Parameterization
The pairing and end capping free energy of the lattice model can be determined using experimental data for oligomer or polymer melting [5] . In order to do so, we (i) assume a two-state melting transition between a fully paired double stranded complex and two single strands, and (ii) expand the free energy difference for the lattice model (including our estimate for the entropy of mixing) to linear order in N around a typical experimental value N = 10. The resulting expressions for initialization and nearest-neighbor entropies and enthalpies can be matched directly with tabulated values for the NNmodel [5] :
To parameterize the interfacial energy between coiled and helical regions we have to match terms with the PolandSheraga theory. In the case of the opening of a single small or medium sized bubble the loop exponent c = 3ν is non-controversial and Eq. (18) has to match the corresponding expression Eq. (30) for the lattice model with energies calculated relative to the double stranded ground state:
The power law corrections are obviously identical and the nearest-neighbor terms agree by construction Eqs. (37) and (36) , so that
In the literature [4, 27, 29] , the PS cooperativity parameter is given as a temperature and sequence independent number. In the present context, we see no principle reason why γ(T ) should have a simpler structure than ω(T ). From a practical point of view, however, fluctuations (see the Appendix) and the smaller accessible temperature interval probably render the experimental determination of these dependencies even more difficult for γ(T ) than for ω(T ). More interesting than these details is a comparison of the order of magnitude of the forking and capping energies. For a typical value of σ ≈ 0.9 10
is larger, but comparable to [26] ω AT (370K)
As we will show, these features have important consequences for the behavior of the lattice model. Finally, we assume with no good reason that the origin of the bending rigidity is purely energetic l K (T ) = (300K/T )300bp and
D. Exact enumeration
We study three different situations using enumeration techniques:
1. two strands originating from a common origin 2. two strands originating from a rigid, semi-infinite, double-stranded chain 3. two strands originating from and terminating in two non-intersecting, rigid, semi-infinite doublestranded chains
For each microstate Γ we count the number of stacked base-pair pairs, n ǫ (Γ), of interfaces between double and single stranded segments, n γ (Γ), of free ends of double stranded segments, n ω (Γ), and of kinks in double stranded segments, n κ (Γ). The partition function, free energy, and degree of pairing of double-stranded complexes are calculated by summing over all microstates Γ with at least one stacked base-pair pair n ǫ (Γ) > 0:
In the case of oligonucleotide denaturation, melting curves are calculated from Eq. (1) using respectively Eqs. (2) and (4) for the chemical equilibrium and Eqs. (28) and (29) for the free energy of single strands. The use of enumeration data for the scenario (1) in this case involves a small approximation; in principle one should enumerate a series of complex conformations where the first paired bond is located at positions i = 1, . . . , N . Here we include specific binding by only allowing monomers of the same index to overlap on a lattice site, but neglect the heterogeneity of the pairing energy [16] . However, we emphasize that the exclusion of secondary structure (hairpin) formation in single strands is not a limitation of the lattice model as such, but a justified simplification for the oligonucleotide sequences used for the parameterization of the nearest-neighbor model. For the data analysis we follow the experimental practice to analyze melting curves assuming two state transitions between (ensembles of) microstates and characterized by temperature independent enthalpy and entropy differences ∆H (0) and ∆S (0) .
IV. RESULTS
A. Oligomer melting
A well understood aspect of DNA melting is the thermal denaturation of oligonucleotides. In this limit, the transition is controlled by the competition between the translational entropy of separated strands and the free energy gain due to pairing and stacking in the double stranded complex. The experimental evidence [5, 6] is in quantitative agreement with a two-state transition Eq. (6) with concentration independent free energy differences ∆H 0 − T ∆S 0 between the double stranded and single stranded forms described by the nearest-neighbor model Eqs. (14) (15) (16) [5, 6] . Thus, oligonucleotides with up to a dozen base-pairs typically dissociate at temperatures where partially bound intermediate states play no role.
In Fig. 3 we compare results derived from our enumeration data for the lattice model to the predictions from the nearest-neighbor model using the standard parameters (∆h AA/T T = −3979k B K, ∆s AA/T T = −11.18k B , T m,∞ = ∆h AA/T T /∆s AA/T T = 356K, ∆h ini w A/T = 1159k B K, ∆s ini w A/T = 2.07k B ) for DNA in 1 M NaClsolution from Allawi and SantaLucia [26] . The top row shows differential melting curves, followed by the chain length dependence of the values for T m (N ), ∆H(N ) and ∆S(N ) derived from a two-state melting analysis of the peak positions and heights. Results for the lattice model shown on the l.h.s. of Fig. 3 were calculated using our parameterization from Sec. III C. As assumed by the NN-model, the peaks in the differential melting curves for strand association, d Θ ass (T )/dT , and the degree of pairing in the complex, d Θ AB,int (T )/dT , are indeed well separated: Strand separation occurs at temperatures where excited states of the complex play no role. As a consequence, the measured melting temperatures T m as well as the enthalpy and entropy differences ∆H 0 and ∆S 0 shown in the other parts of Fig. 3 are in excellent agreement with the nearest-neighbor model on which the parameterization was based.
The corresponding graphs on the r.h.s. of Fig. 3 were obtained for a parameterization where the forking energy was set to zero. In this case, partially molten states of the complex become relevant at much lower temperatures. But while the peak in d Θ AB,int (T )/dT broadens and shifts to lower temperatures, there is an antagonistic effect on the association equilibrium. The access to additional, partially unbound states lowers the free energy of the complex, so that the strand dissociation occurs at higher temperatures. The combined effect on the observed melting temperatures is moderate, but results for ∆H 0 (N ) and ∆S 0 (N ) obtained at different total strand concentrations show clear indications of non-twostate melting.
B. Domain melting
The opening of isolated, medium-sized (a few dozen to a few hundred bps) AT-rich domains is a standard test case of the PS-model and of particular interest for the experimental determination of the cooperativity parameter σ. Two cases need to be distinguished: Opening of an end domain flanked on one side by a GC-rich barrier domain and opening of an internal (loop) domain flanked on both sides by barrier domains with higher melting temperatures. In Fig. 4 , we compare a number of approximate solution of the PS-model derived in the Appendix to data for the lattice model (r.h.s. of the MELTSIM data. In contrast, there are small, but visible discrepancies between the results for the lattice model and the theoretical expressions. Note, however, that following the MELTSIM convention, the theory does not account for interfacial and end capping energies.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we add a lattice model to the two standard descriptions of the thermal denaturation of DNA, the nearest-neighbor model and the Poland-Sheraga model. All three descriptions are intimately related. Both the PS-model and the lattice model include the effect of fluctuations in the calculation of experimental observables. Both models derive their parameters from the NN-model, the main difference being that the lattice model assigns loop cooperativity to a large extent to a free energy penalty for forking. In contrast to the current parameterization of the PS model, this free energy penalty (as well as the capping free energy) also affects chain opening from the ends. In this section, we address the following questions:
1. Does the lattice model agree with the experimental evidence as well as the standard approach?
2. Why has the introduction of the forking energy practically no effect in the case of end domain melting?
3. Can we modify the PS-model to obtain a unified description?
4. Is there experimental evidence that the modified PS-model offers a superior description of DNA?
If so, what is the use of the lattice model itself?
A. Validation of the lattice model
Our results for oligomer melting in Fig. 3 were calculated for temperature and concentration ranges as well as chain lengths (N + 1 ≤ 10 bp) corresponding to the experimental situation under which the nearest-neighbor model was parameterized. The theoretical curves may thus be taken as a faithful representation of experimental data which could, in principle, be included directly into the graphs. The perfect agreement with the results for the lattice model displayed on the l.h.s. of Fig. 3 constitutes a first validation of our parameterization presented in Sec. III C.
In the case of the opening of an isolated internal domain, there is again excellent agreement between our results for the lattice model and the analytical solution of the PS-model (Fig. 4) . In particular, we correctly reproduce the experimentally observed cooperativity parameter for loop opening with our choice of the forking free energy Eq. (40) . However, due to the limited domain sizes accessible in enumeration studies, these results cannot be compared directly to experiment. In practice, it is impossible to observe the opening of loop domains whose melting temperature is too close to (or even higher than) the melting temperature of the barrier domains. For the MELTSIM curves we found that discrete peaks corresponding to the melting of an internal AT-domain could be reliably isolated for N ≥ 20 in good agreement with direct experimental observations [23, 24] . We therefore used semi-infinite, rigid double-stranded barriers to measure loop opening for the lattice model.
On first sight, the corresponding results for end domain opening (blue symbols and corresponding lines in Fig. 4 ) seem slightly disappointing. The agreement with the theoretical melting curve is not as perfect as for oligomer and loop melting, but still fair with nearly coinciding melting temperatures and a 20% error in the peak height. On closer inspection, however, the agreement appears remarkably good, given that (i) the case of end domain opening was not considered for the parameterization of the lattice model, and (ii) the theoretical curves are calculated following the usual approximation Eq. (17) in Poland-Sheraga models to neglect intra-domain excluded volume interactions, forking and end capping energies included in the lattice model, Eq. (33) .
The reason why the considerable free energy penalties for forking and end capping in the lattice model have such a small effect on the opening of end domains is easy to understand: if both terms are identical, they contribute a constant and inconsequential prefactor to the PS partition function Eq. (A7). For our parameterization the difference is less than 2 k B T and plays no role for larger domains where the contribution of the ground state to the partition function becomes negligible in spite of its slightly increased statistical weight. We note further that the difference between the interfacial and the capping energies Eqs. (40) (41) (42) (43) for the lattice model is comparable to the experimental error.
Experiments on end-domain opening [4] have focused on the position dependence of the melting temperature of a given domain, while the peak heights have not been tested with comparable rigor (see, for example, Fig. 8 in Ref. [4] ). Since both models make practically indistinguishable predictions for T m (N ) ≈ T m (∞), further experiments would seem to be needed to resolve the remaining, small discrepancy.
B. Fluctuations, forking and the PS-model
Given the negligible effect in polymeric DNA, why do we think that it is worthwhile to include the forking free energy at fraying chain ends into the PS model? After all, the NN and the PS model do already describe experimental data for oligomer and domain melting within a few percent accuracy [6, 27] and with closely agreeing NN parameters ∆h N N and ∆s N N (see Fig. 1 and Ref. [5] ).
One problem of the standard approach becomes apparent, if one considers oligomer melting within the more general PS model. This may appear futile, since experiments show that fluctuations may be neglected. However, self-consistency requires this irrelevance to be a property of the correctly parameterized model including fluctuations -as in the case of our lattice model (l.h.s. of Fig. 3 ). In the Appendix we show that the standard parameterization of the PS model does not fulfill this requirement. The predicted upper concentration limit Eq. (A20) for two-state melting of 10 −N M for oligomers of length N is far below the experimental range.
It is instructive to compare the effect of the boundary terms for end(-domain) opening and oligomer melting. A huge forking energy suppresses internal fluctuations, entailing domain-size dependent melting temperatures for end-domains as well as perfect NN two-state melting for long chains. Equal forking and capping energies have no effect on Θ int,AB (T ), but do change the association equilibrium Eq. (2) of oligonucleotides. Our example of a lattice model without forking energy (r.h.s. of Fig. 3) shows a behavior close to the predictions of the standard PS-model. Finally, forking energies which are much smaller than the capping energy lead to a situation where the lowest energy state has unbound terminal base pair steps. While this has again negligible consequences for end domain opening, such a model would not reduce to the NN model for oligomer melting in any limit. Thus, even if a model is parameterized on the basis of the NN model for oligonucleotide melting, it may fail to reproduce the targeted theory in the experimentally relevant range.
To obtain a unified theoretical description of the thermal denaturation of DNA, we now reverse the logic of Sec. III C and derive a PS-like description for our lattice model. By construction, Eq. (18) for open loop domains as well as the factor of 1 for double-stranded domains in the interior of the chain remain unaffected. However, Eq. (17) for a frayed chain end is replaced by
This expression is based on Eq. (33) for the lattice model with energies calculated relative to the double stranded ground state. Using Eqs. (37, 36) and (40) this further reduces to
in the usual PS notation with the power law correction introduced in Ref. [33] . Furthermore, due to the capping energy Eqs. (38, 39) in the lattice model, free ends of double stranded domains contribute an extra factor of
to the partition function of the complex. By construction, this modified version of the PS-model reproduces the results of the lattice model and hence the experimentally observed two-state melting of oligomers. Integrating this modification along with Eqs. (1), (2) and (4) into numerical solutions of the PS-model [27, 31, 37] might open the possibility to describe the various experiments discussed in this article within a single theoretical framework.
C. Cooperativity parameter and loop exponent
Another, more fundamental problem of the standard approach is the determination of appropriate values for the cooperativity parameter, σ, and the loop exponent, c. For example, one could argue [38] that the recent progress in determining an effective single-loop exponent of c = 2.15 [10, 11] calls for a re-parameterization of the cooperativity parameter used in implementations of the Poland-Sheraga model. As shown in the appendix, the shape of the melting curve fir medium-sized loop domains depends only on the combination σN −c (i.e. the loop correction for the dominant loop size in the PS partition function). In good agreement with the observations in Ref. [38] , this argument suggests for typical loop sizes an increase of σ by a factor of 400 2.15−1.764 ≈ 10 as a consequences of changing the loop exponent c from its traditional value of c = 1.746 to the current best estimate of c = 2.15.
However, there are obvious problems in using c = 2.15 indiscriminately. For example, it is hard to see why the "many-bubble" exponent should be applied to the (effectively two-state) opening of individual, medium sized domains or how experimental data for this situations could be used to determine the proper value of the cooperativity parameter for situations which are indeed described by c = 2.15 . Thus it is doubtful, if sequence-dependent step-wise melting can be properly described with a single pair of values for c and σ. In Ref. [30] Fisher concluded that "it seems very difficult to treat this problem theoretically in any realistic way." Borrowing these words, the the present paper presents an attempt to formulate a model which allows a quantitative, realistic, albeit numerical treatment of these issues. To parameterize the lattice model, we need the microscopic parameters of the Poland-Sheraga model. The analysis of previous simulations of the generic lattice model [16, 17, 33] has already provided evidence for the emergence of the renormalized PS-behavior [10, 11] in sufficiently long chains close to the melting temperature.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have presented a minimal, semiquantitative lattice model for studying the (thermal) denaturation of double stranded DNA. The model describes the molecule on the same length scale as the standard nearest-neighbor model for oligomer melting and the Poland-Sheraga model of polymer melting. In the present paper we have focused on the correct parameterization of the model using experimentally well studied limiting cases where the assumptions of the standard approach are non-controversial. We have validated our results (i) by calculating melting curves for oligomer and domain melting from exact enumeration data of the lattice model and (ii) by subjecting these numerical data to the standard analysis for experimental data.
An interesting consequence of our effort to parameterize the lattice model is our proposal for the further unification of the theoretical description of oligomer and polymer melting. In a first step, we have expressed the initiation terms in the nearest-neighbor model for oligonucleotides as the sum of the entropy of mixing at standard conditions and a free energy penalty for the ends of double-helical chains. In a second step, we have interpreted the Poland-Sheraga cooperativity parameter σ for loop formation in terms of an interfacial (forking) free energy between coiled and helical sections of a double-stranded complex. Quite interestingly, both free energy penalties turn out to be of comparable magnitude. Their inclusion has negligible consequences for end domain melting on long chains, but is essential to suppress fluctuations in the case of oligomer melting.
The most serious shortcoming of the present lattice model is probably the suppression of the helical character of double stranded segments, i.e. it is not possible to study twist induced denaturation and (transient) effects of super-coiling on the melting transition [39] [40] [41] . Nevertheless, there is an obvious interest in applying the same logic to the problem of RNA [42, 43] and DNA [44] folding as well as to the parameterization of more microscopic (lattice) models [18] which try to distinguish (hydrogenbond) base pairing from intra-and inter-strand stacking interactions. The latter should allow for the inclusion of residual stacking interactions of neighboring bases in single-stranded DNA [45] and could provide a microscopic interpretation for the forking energy [46] . A further challenge is the simultaneous description of experiments on kinked or nicked double-stranded DNA [47] . It remains to be seen, up to which point lattice models keep their intrinsic advantages over off-lattice representation along the lines of Ref. [19, 48] , if further and further microscopic details are included.
In conclusion, we have extended and unified the theoretical description of DNA melting by a simple, semiquantitative lattice model. The main difference between the lattice model and the formulation of Poland and Sheraga is the preservation of the embedding of the molecules in three dimensional space. Clearly, the lattice model is not worth the high computational price for the wellbehaved limiting cases we have studied in the present paper. For future work, we nevertheless see a number of intrinsic advantages over the traditional formulation:
• the inclusion of chain stiffness and of the generic long-range excluded volume interactions in partially molten complexes [16, 17] ,
• the straightforward extension to situations where external mechanical forces couple to the shape of the molecule [14, 15] ,
• the absence of any a priori restrictions on the secondary structure of partially molten complexes,
• the inclusion of fluctuations in situations where ground states with different secondary structure compete, and
• the possibility to study simplified kinetics [18] Acknowledgments RE acknowledges support from the chair of excellence program of the Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR).
APPENDIX A: APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE POLAND-SHERAGA MODEL
For short chains (i.e. in the absence of fluctuations) the PS-model reduces to a nearest neighbor description. The long chain limit can, in general, only be treated numerically [27, 31, 37] . For parameterization purposes it is interesting to consider "medium-sized" oligonucleotides or domains of a few dozen to a few hundred bps, for which the PS-model can be solved in the zero-and the one-bubble approximation respectively. The results provide insight into the role of fluctuations and allow to determine the conditions under which a nearest-neighbor description is appropriate. 
Numerical values obtained from these sets of equations for the MELTSIM parameters are shown as dotted (green) lines in Fig. 4 . Agreement with the MELTSIM data is fair (in particular, for the melting temperatures) but not quantitative [29] .
Zero-bubble approximation for end-domain opening
Obviously, fluctuations in the degree of domain opening are already relevant in the experimentally accessible range of domains of a few dozen to a few hundred bps. Nevertheless, some simplifications are possible due to the small value of the cooperativity parameter. For domains of a few hundred base-pairs DNA conformations with extra bubbles may be safely neglected. Here we refer to these domains as "medium-sized" in contrast to "small" (negligible fluctuations) and "large" (fluctuation dominated)).
For a homogeneous, medium-sized end domain it is possible to calculate the resulting simplified expressions for the partition function and the degree of pairing:
(N − n)a 
can still be summed exactly, but with a rather lengthy result. In this case, it is instructive to consider a further approximation: a two-state transition between the double stranded ground state and an ensemble of PS-microstates where the domain is almost fully opened. The resulting refined estimate of the melting temperature
can be expressed in terms of an effective cooperativity parameterσ
Similarly, the apparent entropy and enthalpy differences extracted from a two-state melting analysis are given by: as an upper limit for the total strand concentrations. Under MELTSIM standard conditions a max < 0.09 corresponds to melting temperatures below 285K. Under the conditions where most experiments are carried out, Eqs. (A18) and (A19) combined with the Eq. (1) predict a complicated scenario, where Θ ass is increased and Θ int is reduced compared to the predictions and assumptions of the NN model. Note that the inclusion of sequence heterogeneity further reduces the estimated validity range of the NN-model.
